LIZHI Collaborates with Xiaomi Quick App Platform to Launch In-car Audio Product in Leapmotor
Smart Electric Vehicles
April 19, 2022
GUANGZHOU, China, April 19, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- LIZHI INC. (“LIZHI” or the “Company” or “We”) (NASDAQ: LIZI), an audio-based social
and entertainment platform, announced that it is collaborating with the in-car Xiaomi Quick App Platform to integrate LIZHI’s in-car audio product into
Leapmotor vehicles’ operating system.
Leapmotor is a smart electric vehicle (EV) automaker based in China. This partnership marks Leapmotor as the first smart car company to integrate
LIZHI’s in-car audio product through the Xiaomi Quick App Platform.
With the Company’s experience as a pioneer of building audio content ecosystems and applications for smart vehicles, LIZHI has rapidly adapted its
in-car audio products for the Quick App Platform, working with Xiaomi Inc. and Qcarlink Inc. to introduce audio products specifically catered for the
platform and providing car users with increased connectivity between smart applications.
Integrating its audio products into multiple devices and platforms is a key part of LIZHI’s business strategy. The Company continuously improves on
and advances its in-house suite of technologies and innovates with its products to encourage further in-car audio integration and support diverse
applications of LIZHI products for various usage scenarios.
Through this partnership with the Xiaomi Quick App Platform, LIZHI brings premium podcast content and immersive audio experiences to a broader
user demographic and satisfies users’ varied in-car entertainment demands through the Company’s in-house suite of technologies. Leveraging on
LIZHI’s own real-time communication (RTC) technology, dubbed DOREME, for audio and video streaming, as well as LIZHI’s instant messaging (IM)
platform VoderX, the Company aims to improve car users’ interactive audio experiences.
Mr. Jinnan (Marco) Lai, Founder and CEO of LIZHI, said, “We are very pleased to collaborate with the in-car Xiaomi Quick App Platform to bring an
expansive library of audio content to even more users. We will also continue to cooperate with Internet of Vehicles (IoV) platforms to provide a wider
user base with high-quality, diverse, and customized in-car audio experiences and further implement LIZHI’s in-car audio initiatives.”
About LIZHI INC.
LIZHI INC. has created a comprehensive audio-based social ecosystem with a global presence. The Company aims to cater to users’ interests in
audio entertainment and social networking through its product portfolios. LIZHI INC. envisions an audio ecosystem where everyone can be connected
and interact through voices. LIZHI INC. has been listed on Nasdaq since January 2020.
Safe Harbor Statement
This press release contains forward-looking statements. These statements are made under the “safe harbor” provisions of the U.S. Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about the Company’s beliefs and expectations, are
forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties, and a number of factors could cause actual results to
differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by words or
phrases such as “may”, “will,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “aim,” “estimate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “potential,” “continue,” “is/are likely to” or other
similar expressions. Further information regarding these and other risks, uncertainties or factors is included in the Company’s filings with the Securities
Exchange Commission. All information provided in this press release is as of the date of this press release, and the Company does not undertake any
duty to update such information, except as required under applicable law.
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